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A Meeeed for Comparing T 'et Dieficultiee

Introductien

How can the difLeenie__ (means) of two content-Re:sell-1 t be compared

if such tests differ n mew; chance :cores or test lengtee, eeemele, the

means of a 100-item L.7.1r-choice muleeple choice test and rant s-earallel

150-item true false test cannot be eempared meaningfully. Their area scores are

25 and 75, respectively, and th2ir seengths are in a two to three ratio. When

administered to the same or randomly equivalent groups, east reliabilities and

validity can be studied 11cec',:ly, at test difficulty carnet e addressed using

the mean raw scores.

When faced with this pre-elm, some researchers have maee:nappropriate

comparisons which have yielded ince:curate conclusions while others have simply

identified the lack of comparabilie7 without drawing conclusions. Studies by

Ebel (1970, Frisbie (1973, 1974), and Mendelson, et al. (Note 1) are examples of

research aimed at discovering differences in properties of content-parallel tests

in whieh item format varied. A study by Hughes and Trimble (1965) illustrates how

some researchers vary the nature of distracters in multiple choice items which also

vary in the number of choices per item. Item format has been used as an independent

variable in studies where another independent variable may be confounded with item

format. Benson and Crocker (1979) and Huck (1978) both represent examples.

In view of the obstacles to comparison presented by chance score differences

and variability in test length, Frisbie (in press) proposed the use of a relative

difficulty ratio (RDR) as a method of representing test difficulty. The RDA is

simply the ratio of a test mean to the ideal mean, the point midway between the

perfect score and the mean chance score for the test. The multiple choice and

true-false tests referred to above would have ideal means of 62.5 and 112.5.



Mese means ideal Le tee seeeeee :iat, fee n7armereferemced purposes, the overall

eeiscriminaticeLezapabilfties of ehe tests are=aximized. A convenient scale

rransformati=e can be .7.eiem1f_e=4, se the basic deeinitional formula of RDR to arrive

at the compurettienel fermule ;17.ch a=peers as equation _ne. Tle value of RDR

using equatie -nee wheze 1 e 70.5, 62 ID D, II_ 2. 62.5, :e ea the number of items,

EZE a, (X -
ti):

- (1)

and Tti is the ideal mece_ 2l3. Poe Live values; of RDR are associated

with tests which are too ear- any eezative vaIeas are asceciated -pith tests which

are too difficult in the norr-reeLeee,reed sense. The RDE: two tests which arc

comparable in content could ea :°ed to danermine the relative difficulty of

either.

A significant limitatit= e :etteg the RDR statistic far judging test difficulty

is that sampling fluctuation eiee eue=red. The RDR is. strictly descriptive;

probability statements abort ceserered differences being statistically significant

Cannot be made because the theorezettal random sampling distribution of RDR has not

been identified. Another. Itml=====zeof using RDR to make inferences is that the

RDR scale is an uncommon crime; :11iferences are less easily interpreted than raw

score differences.

The purpose of this 7=== describe a method for transforming one of the

raw score scales so that zee iree"er=ial test of mean differences can be accomplished,

though the original raw score scares vary in mean chance score and/or length. The

transformation using RDR overcomes the limitations cited above of using RDR alone

to make inferences. In addition, though the transformation is linear, it does not

accomplish linear equating as such equating is classically defined.
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Theoretical Development

For purposes of illustration, we assume that two tests, A and B, have

been developed so as to be content parallel in the general or specific sense

(i.e., items were written from sampling the same population of instructional

objectives or items were written in one format and then converted to another

format). Furthermore, A and B are choice-type tests with different mean chance

scores (i.e., the number of choice options varies) and unequal test lengths.

The problem is to statistically test the difference between the means of A and B,

derived from administering A and B to the same group or randomly equivalent groups.

To do so, the scoreston Test A must be converted to the Test B score scale, or

vice versa. Then we can choose the appropriate statistical technique (e.g.,

t-test, ANOVA) in normal fashion for testing statistical significance.

The Transformation

The scale transformation begins with equation 2, the RDR of the test scale on

which the transformation is to be performed, Test A. The RDR for Test B can be

RDR
A

ma - 3c - XIA)A IA A IA
(2)

expressed in identical fashion by Wing the B subscript instead of A. RDRB can

be rewritten to solve for KB as shown in equation 3.

3-53 RDRB RIB) + XIB (3)

If test B were to yield an RDR equal to RDRA, what would the mean of Test B

equal? The mean of Test A can he transformed to the Test B score scale by

substituting RDRA in equation 3 for RDRB. Equation four represents the transformed

mean, XB, where the prime denotes a transformed value.

RDRA (KB - XIB) ÷
XIB (4)
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To arrive at a computational formula for Xi, equation two is substitut

equation four to yield

;3 (3c 3CIA) (KB 371B) +

(KA Tc
TA)

Through multiplication and algebraic simplification equation five can be wri

as shown in equation six.

Tcts XA
-(KB - RIB)"

(KA 3CIA)

(KA;B KBXIA)

(K
A

-
1A

)

Equation six is written to show that the transformation is linear;

the mean of Test A is multiplied by a constant and an additional constant I.:

added to that product. All scores on Test A can be converted to the Test B

score scale via equation six by replacing Xi with Xi and XA with XA. Equat=

seven shows that the standard deviation for Test A can be converted to the

scale by by dropping the second term of equation six.

SB ' S
A (KB TIB)-1

(KA -

The mean score difference, X
B
- Xi, can be tested for statistical sign=±±=ance

using whatever procedure would be appropriate had A and B not had different =a an

chance scores or test lengths. The appropriate standard error can be derived from

S
B

and S' or from the Test B raw scores and the transformed Test A raw scores.

Assumptions

The assumptions made in transforming X
A

to Xi include those associated with

RDR (Frisbie, in press): (1) a wrong response to an item is a random guess from

options in that item, (2) dichotomous scoring is used, and (3) there is only one

correct answer per item. In addition, if Test B is longer than Test A, the

transformation of X
A

to Xi requires that the assumptions associated with the

6
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far_L.1ar Iophecy Formula be app to That

the :_-..oretaa=ally-lent-,.--1 test adds items which are lent is zontent

and 4fficuity to the :7:::aimal items and the added length -.7r1:a_l = :7:tribute

to c==minee fat_gue c: z.z=ze in examinaa psychological aat

I-hough r::.1'.se assutrans are commonly made in psychameatric

the r :ding guessing, is troublesome to mar.:! =ea.

that the assumption is unreasc..zi 3ecELuse, in

practice, it alwag 7iclated. Yet in making item format m=m-riscns using

RDR, this aaL mn=ion applied systematically to both tests =12ing c=mpared.

The"e is li: e r-ensoz o expect that the effect of violatin the random

guessing asal.=:mt..on w=2__d be much more influential on one it- formaz than

another.

Further ssamptizma- may need to be made, depending on the variability

of scores ate. lumber == items on the raw score scales to be compared. For

example, ner.......aive numbers may appear on the transformed scale if highly

variable sccres on a long scale are transformed to a relatively short scale.

An interval measurement scale must be assumed in such cases. Negative score

values can be avoided by applying the transformation to the set of scores having

the smallest amount of variability. Non-integer values of .transformed scores

should be retained so that precision is not lost if statistical tests are performed.

Discussion

The RDR transformation is a linear scale conversion method but not a linear

equating method in the classical sense. The transformation is used with non-

parallel tests, tests which may differ in both item format and length. The

goal of the transformation is not to "equate" for differences in test difficulty.
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The conversion 7:ocass is nc :Intended to yield equivalent scores as -Ae might

accomplish by '7. gloving line= o= equipercentil.: equating (Anghoff, 1511). The

purpose Lf transfortmmio:-. fs to convert the raw score scale from a given

test so 'at st!-Li new scale has to same mean chance point and the seta' range or

length c: 7.11:= rzw score scal,a fr-77:, a. second test. The goal is to eliminate

differemm essing chance_ fac-: 73 and unequal test lengths as competing

explanalzt-as or why two test me..:= are different (or the same). Though some

researtmla:c -e used a correct:m.7m for guessing to address the chance score

probler th t .:st length proble::: :77:1.11 remained unresolved. The correction for

guessin;74 sc:-.L _on is generally attractive solution because, if examinees

are in` prmed .00ut the correctitr, risk-taking behaviors and differential guessing

or otim7=tng strategies tend tr:::::.ntroduce sources of score invalidity. The use of

the RE transformation require: no special scoring and no special directions to

examis and it accounts for 72SZ length differences in the measures to be compared.

'Lae data in Table 1 are mrtificial scores used to illustrate an application of

the RDR transformation. Assame that Test A has 12 four-choice mnlaple choice

items, Test B has 18 true-false items, and that these tests were administered'

[Insert Table 1 About Here]

to chance halves of a group of 20 examinees. Ignoring the RDR transformation,

a t-test of the difference, R
A

3B'c is significant at a < .005 with nine

degrees of freedom. This result leads to the erroneous conclusion that Test A is

more difficult than Test B.

On a purely descriptive basis, the RDRs shown in Table One indicate that

Test A is slightly easier than Test B. The equation at the bottom of the table

is used to calculate the mean for Test A as it would appear on the Test B scale.

When the difference, X; - XB, is tested for statistical significance, the

result (t = 0.261) is not significant at a reasonably acceptable level.
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The conclusion that Tests A and B do not differ in diffimulty for the population

under consideration is warranted because the mean chance score difference and

the test length difference have been adjusted by the RDI.tmansformation.

The adjustments made by the RDR transformation are es7ential when

investigating the effect of item format on test difficu_t: . If such an effect

exists, then its impacc on validity must be determined. :as: measurement

practitioners assume that objective item formats are interthangeable; i.e.,

it makes no difference if multiple choice, true-fal8e, --Jr matching items are

used to measure achievement. If these formats do have a iifferen ial erect

on validity, then the circumstances under which each optimumly valid need

to be investigated.' Such studies could begin by applming tie RDR transformation

to item difficulties. The formula for item RDRs (FrLabie, in press) cam he used

to derive item level calculations analagous to equations tree through live

presented above. If item RDRs were to yield important differences, case study

methods might be useful for investigating the test taking pmocess variables

which contribute to these differences.
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Table 1

Illustrations of the RDR Transformation

Statistics

Test Scores

X
A X;3 XB

10 16.4 18

10 16.4 18

10 16.4 18

9 15.7 17

9 15.7 16

8 14.9 16

8 14.9 15

7 14.1 13

7 14.1 12

7 14.1 7

K

S
x

RDR

R;

12 18 18

8.5 15.3 15

1.26 0.976 3.50

.222 .222 .143

(.222) (3.5) + 14.5

10
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